
Labor for Bernie 2016 is a volunteer grassroots mobilization. To download useful organizing materials, or learn more about Bernie’s past and 
present support for workers and their unions, go to: www.laborforbernie.org

In the next election for President, the American people will make a fundamental decision:

• Do we continue the growing gap between the very rich and everyone else, or do we fight for a progressive economic 
agenda that creates jobs, raises wages, protects the environment and provides health care for all? 

• Are we prepared to take on the enormous economic and political power of the billionaire class, or do we continue to 
slide into economic and political oligarchy?

These are the most important questions of our time, and how we answer them will determine the future of our country.

BERNIE SANDERS HAS 
A REAL TRACK RECORD 
OF FIGHTING FOR THE 
ISSUES THAT UNION 
MEMBERS CARE ABOUT:

Bernie Sanders’ presidential campaign is being called the most 
serious threat to establishment politics and economics in a gener-
ation -- and all it took were a few big events and 400,000 individual 
contributions. But they ain’t seen nothing yet.

As important as they are, crowds and donations are not enough to 
take this country back from the billionaire class. What’s it going to 
take? Organizing.

Labor for Bernie is bringing together union leaders and active 
members to create a grassroots movement that will help elect 
Bernie Sanders as our next president and fundamentally change 
the direction of our country.

Bernie says it over and over: “We’re up against a billionaire class intent on buying our democracy.” And while his supporters 
have been incredible in helping to raise funds, we need to rely on something bigger, something stronger: a campaign built by a 
grassroots army.

The political revolution that is needed won’t be successful unless we get organized labor behind it. That’s where every union 
member can play an important role.

Labor for Bernie is organizing rank-and-file union members to form volunteer teams within their respective unions and within 
their communities to support Bernie.

Get involved so that we can build a political revolution together. Sign up online at www.LaborforBernie.org to join the campaign. 
Find us on Facebook at www.facebook.com/LaborForBernie

LABOR FOR BERNIE 2016

ORGANIZING A GRASSROOTS ARMY

WINNING SUPPORT FROM OUR UNIONS

H Creating decent paying jobs
H Collective bargaining rights for all workers
H Income and wealth inequality
H Getting big money out of politics
H Dealing with climate change and the environment
H Living wage for all & national $15 per hour

minimum wage

WWW.LABORFORBERNIE.ORG


